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BUSINESS ACTIVITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS OF THE BANK

VakifBank International AG was established in Vienna, Austria on July 23, 1999 and obtained a full banking licence by the Austrian Ministry of
Finance on August 4, 1999. The shareholders of the bank are Türkiye Vakıflar Bankası T.A.O., Ankara (90 %) and the Pension Fund of Türkiye
Vakıflar Bankası T.A.O. (10 %).
VakifBank International AG sees its core activity in providing support to European and Turkish companies to improve and enlarge their mutual
trading relations, based on the experience, financial capability and the international reputation of its parent Türkiye Vakıflar Bankası T.A.O.
VakifBank International AG is strongly committed to provide a positive contribution to intensify trade and investment activities.
VakifBank International AG is offering trade related banking services (Letters of Credit, Collections, Guarantees, Money transfers etc), the
financing of commercial cross border transactions (Forfaiting, Syndications, etc) and loans to European and Turkish exporters and importers.
Geographically, VakifBank International AG is concentrating on Turkey, EU, CEE, SEE and CIS.
Additionally VakifBank International AG offers traditional banking services (account maintenance for private and corporate clients, savings
accounts, remittances, retail and commercial loans).
A special service offered by VakifBank International AG is a prompt and easy handling of money transfers from Austria and Germany to more
than 545 branches of its parent in Turkey.
Türkiye Vakıflar Bankası T.A.O., Ankara was founded in 1954 and is currently number 3 of the banks directly or indirectly controlled by the
Republic of Turkey.
The branch network includes 545 branches in Turkey, one branch in New York and Bahrain.
The shareholders of Türkiye Vakıflar Bankası T.A.O., Ankara are:
43,00 % General Directorate of Public Foundations
15,45 % Affiliated Foundations
16,10 % Pension Fund of Türkiye Vakıflar Bankası T.A.O.
25,18 % Free Float (Istanbul Stock Exchange)
0,27 % Others
The General Directorate of Public Foundations “GDF” was established in 1924 to administer and regulate existing and future Turkish charitable
foundations as a state entity directly reporting to the Prime Minister.
The GDF is a separate legal entity and has its own budget. It owns the cultural heritage of the Republic of Turkey, like museums, mosques
and historic buildings.
The Affiliated Foundations are charity organisations which have been established for the welfare of the general public during the Ottoman
Empire. These foundations are also administered by the General Directorate of Public Foundations. The Pension Fund of Türkiye Vakıflar Bankası
T.A.O. substitutes the mandatory social security coverage provided by the Social Insurance Institution for the Bank's employees and it is
mandatory for all of the Bank's employees to become members of the Pension Fund.
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KEY FIGURES OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR 2010

(in Mio EUR)

2010

2009

Balance Sheet

527,94

452,9

Claims against Customers

227,57

194,5

Claims against Credit Institutions

190,54

180,0

Liabilities to Credit Institutions

124,29

51,3

Liabilities to Customers

318,55

345,0

- hereof: Savings Deposits

198,78

181,9

Net Interest Income

9,02

4,5

Operating Income

9,51

5,1

5,6

5,6

Operating Result

3,91

-0,5

Income from ordinary activities

5,02

-3,6

Annual Profit

4,90

-3,6

Equity Resources

75,57

45,7

Statutory Minimum Capital

32,60

27,6

Operating Expenses
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MANAGEMENT REPORT OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR 2010

Although some time has passed since the onset of the global financial crisis, the impact on economies, especially those of developed countries,
is still felt. Due to the measures taken in the face of the crisis, room for fiscal policy has tightened to a great extent. Therefore in order to attain
sustainable growth, the central banks of developed countries continue to implement unprecedented policy measures to eliminate fragilities in
the economy as a whole and in the financial system.

With increasing liquidity as a result of the anti-crisis measures more capital was invested in the emerging markets as a main result of the
expectation that short-term interest rates in developed countries will remain low. For investors in low interest countries seeking higher returns
investments in emerging markets became the only alternative. As a result of the decrease in volatility of asset prices and the improved liquidity
in the interbank markets, assets continued the upward trend which had started during the course of 2009. However the boom of the previous
year was accompanied by increasing risk perceptions especially with regards to the debt worries of the developed economies.

In Turkey, the pace of recovery in economic activity was faster than expected. A main reason for this improvement was the quick recovery of
the capital inflows in 2010 and with 4% of GDP already reached pre crisis level. Additionally the stability of the financial system, the favourable
assesements of credit ratings agencies, the fact that risk premium indicators are below pre-crisis levels all point to a favourable outlook for
the Turkish economy. Due to the low external debt which fell by 4,3% to 39% of GDP in relation to other countries, the country risk for Turkey
can be viewed as comparatively moderate.

Preference of longer maturities in all borrowings – the average maturity of borrowings increased from 37 month end of 2009 to 42 month end
of 2010 - is considerably strengthening the resilience of the Turkish economy against external shocks.

As the recovery was continuing and liquidity was high interest rates moved in a narrow range and were at the lowest level of the last years.
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The exchange rate of the Turkish Lira (TRL) moved 2010 within a small range between 1,92 and 2,09 Euro.

EUR/TRY EXCHANGE RATE
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Business Activities

At the end of 2010, the balance sheet total amounted to 527,94 Mio EUR and increased by 16,58 %. This growth results particularly from
commercial loans (+42,24%) and bond business (+49,67%).
The forfaiting volume on the other side decreased by 15,76 %.

BALANCE SHEET TOTAL (MIO EUR)
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In it’s business VakifBank uses mainly traditional financial instruments such as credits, fixed income products, short term money market
instruments and customer deposits. Derivatives are only used for hedging purposes.

Risk reporting

The risk strategy of the bank aims at fulfilling at all times all requirements of the changing legal and regulatory framework in order to maintain
the risk bearing capacity and capital adequacy of the bank as well as the achievement of the best possible risk and return mix. For this purpose
we have implemented bank wide risk management procedures with clear organisational structures and areas of responsibilities. In application
of the proportionality principles we have implemented adequate measures and controlling mechanisms for the identification, measurement,
assessment, controlling and limitation of actual and potential risks.
ICAAP forms an integral part of the strategic and operational management of the bank.
The results and risk reporting serve as a basis for the decision-taking in the daily business and the management of the bank. The adequacy
of the systems, measures and procedures are subject to regular controls and adaptations when necessary.
The risk management department analyses and evaluates market risk, credit risk, liquidity risk and operational risk.
Derivatives are mainly used for hedging currency and default risks (through FX Swaps and CDS). An essential goal of risk management is the
minimisation of risk by the appliance of hedging instruments matching with the maturities of the underlying instrument. Such hedging transactions
are entered into only with highly rated banks in order to minimise the credit risk and the risk of replacement. According to the nature of our
business environmental risk is not existing. All laws applicable to employees are followed by the bank.
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Market risk
Total market risk at year end was calculated in the amount of 2,09 Mio EUR. Interest rate risk amounts to 2,04 Mio EUR and 0,05 Mio EUR
consists of equity risk.

Credit risk
Main element of the credit risk monitoring is the rating of the credit counterparty. The probabilities of default are in compliance with the legal
framework and the system of S&P. For credit customers without external rating the bank uses an internal rating system with 10 rating categories.
For hedging the risk of one counterparty CDS protection has been bought.
As the maturity of the underlying matches the maturity of the hedge, risks other than the credit risk can be neglected. As the counterparty of
the CDS transaction is a bank with high credit rating, the credit risk of the hedge can be valued as very low.

Currency risk
Currency risk is calculated as the difference of the currencies on both sides of the balance sheet and is hedged by currency swaps.

Liquidity risk
As part of the liquidity management short and medium term liquidity of the bank is controlled and mainly managed by means of interbank
business in the treasury department to ensure the coverage of liquidity needs.

Operational risk
Operational risk is calculated by using the Standard Approach defined in the Basel II regulations. The risk calculation is an integral part of the
risk management.

The country risk profile of the bank changed in favour of the Republic of Turkey. The country risk of European Countries and Central and
Eastern Europe Countries was reduced due to increasing risk in this area.

COUNTRY RISK
29,6%

EU

Other

56,6%
13,8%
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Turkey

The composition of the loan portfolio by sectors by the end of 2010 is as follows.

COMPOSITION OF THE LOAN PORTFOLIO
Banks

14%

Construction
Energy

47%

21%

Trade
Agriculture
Manufacturing
Other

8%

1% 4%

5%

Government

0%

Besides its branches in Vienna, VakifBank International AG operates through two German branches which are mainly active in the collection
of customer deposits. However the deposits have been decreased intentionally by 7,66% to 318,55 Mio EUR in order to reduce the high level
of liquidity.

DEPOSITS (IN MIO EUR)
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Own Funds:

Based on the financial results of 2010, the available own funds to be taken into account according to § 23 ABA (Austrian Banking Act ) increased
due to a capital increase and retained earnings from EUR 45,67 million to EUR 75,57. The reserves according to § 23 ABA increased from
3,745 Mio. to 4,438 Mio. Euro.
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OWN FUNDS (MIO EUR)
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Earnings
After an exceptionally unfortunate year 2009 profitability stabilised again in 2010. The net interest income of EUR 9,02 Mio was up by 102,51%.
This was achieved mainly due to the normalisation of the credit business following the pickup of the economic situation on the one side and
due to the lower cost of unutilised liquidity. The commission income was EUR 0,5 Mio. Operational costs were at EUR 5,6 Mio (+0,29%). As
the interest income has substantially improved due to the stabilisation of the business climate a positive operational profit in the amount of
EUR 3,9 Mio could be achieved. Due to the recovery of loan loss provisions in the amount of 0,6 Mio. EUR and a positive evaluation income
of EUR 0,5 Mio the income from ordinary activities increased to 5,02 Mio EUR.

Outlook
Another year with ups and downs for the global economic activity has passed and the opinions about the further development of the economy
diverge widely. The anxiety among the market participants is extremely high as the economic indicators don’t give a clear signal for the direction
of the economy.
Although the last year showed some signs of normalisation, the uncertainties remain and we expect challenging times ahead of us. Consequently
we will continue with our conservative risk strategy and focus in line with our risk policy principles on those markets and products in which our
bank and our parent company has the most experience and in which we expect a comparatively low level of risk.
Under these circumstances we expect a conservative asset growth for 2011 to about EUR 600 Mio. Due to continuing uncertainties, high
competition in the core markets and decreasing interest margins our expectation for the annual profit is between EUR 5 – 6 Mio with the main
business activity in the deposit and credit business.

After the closing of the balance sheet there were no significant events to be reported.

Vienna, 29th March 2011

V edat P AK D İ L

Ugur Y E ŞİL

E r k ut AK P I NAR
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Al i s i tk i K AR AT E K İ N

The supervisory board held regular meetings in the fiscal year 2010. The
supervisory board was informed by the executive board about the essential
matters of the business especially regarding general management,
development and situation of the company in the above meetings as well
as by ongoing reporting.
The reports of the executive board were acknowledged and the necessary
resolutions were taken. The supervisory board has fulfilled the legal and
statutory requirements. The financial statements including notes and
management report for the financial year 2010 were audited and confirmed
by Deloitte Audit Wirtschaftsprüfungs GmbH, Vienna. An unqualified audit
opinion was given.
In compliance with requirements of article 96 section 4 of the companies
act the financial statement, notes and the management report were examined
by the elected committee.

REPORT OF THE
SUPERVISORY BOARD

The supervisory board has confirmed the annual financial statement according
to article 125 section 2 of the companies act at the general meeting held
on April 15, 2011.
The supervisory board agrees on the proposal of the execution board
concerning the allocation of the profit an thanks the executive board members
and the employees for their performance.

Vienna, April 15th, 2011

Süleyman KALKAN
Chairman of the Supervisory Board
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AUDITOR´S OPINION

Report on the Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying financial statements, including the accounting system, of
VakifBank International AG, Wien

for the fiscal year from January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2010. These financial statements comprise the balance sheet as of December 31,
2010, the income statement for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2010, and the notes.

Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements and for the Accounting System

The Company’s management is responsible for the accounting system and for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements
in accordance with Austrian Generally Accepted Accounting Principles and the regulations of the Austrian Banking Act. This responsibility
includes: designing, implementing and maintaining internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies; making accounting
estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.

Auditor’s Responsibility and Description of Type and Scope of the Statutory Audit

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with laws
and regulations applicable in Austria, Austrian Standards on Auditing and Austrian Standards on Auditing of Banks.
Those standards require that we comply with professional guidelines and that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures
selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether
due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the Company’s preparation and fair
presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose
of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation
of the financial statements.

This English translation of the Auditor´s Report is for convenience purposes. Only the original German version is legally binding.
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We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion

Our audit did not give rise to any objections. In our opinion, which is based on the results of our audit, the financial statements comply with
legal requirements and give a true and fair view of the financial position of VakifBank International AG as of December 31, 2010 and of its
financial performance for the fiscal year from January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2010 in accordance with Austrian Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles.

Comments on the Management Report

Pursuant to statutory provisions, the management report is to be audited as to whether it is consistent with the financial statements and as to
whether the other disclosures are not misleading with respect to the Company’s position.
The auditor’s report also has to contain a statement as to whether the management report is consistent with the financial statements.
In our opinion, the management report is consistent with the financial statements.

Vienna, March 29, 2011

The publication or transmission of the financial statements in a form different from the one we have audited is only permitted with our consent if in the course of doing so
reference is made to our audit opinion or our audit. The auditor’s opinion only refers to the German version of the financial statements including the management report. For
any amended version the provision of section 281 para 2 ACC need to be obeyed.

This English translation of the Auditor´s Report is for convenience purposes. Only the original German version is legally binding.
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VAKIFBANK INTERNATIONAL AG
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED
DECEMBER 31, 2010
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT 2010
•
NOTES TO THE BALANCE SHEET AND
TO THE PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
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BALANCE SHEET AS FOR 31 DECEMBER 2010

ASSETS

31.12.2010
EUR

1. Cash in hand and balances with central banks
2. Treasury bills and other bills eligible for refinancing
with central banks
3. Loans and advances to credit institutions
a) Repayable on demand
b) Other loans and advances

9.830.947,09
180.710.155,67

4. Loans and advances to customers
5. Debt securities including
ffixed-income securities
a) issued by public bodies
b) issued by other borrowers

31.12.2009
EUR

EUR

6.651.117,91

7.258.904,61

42.506.954,85

6.993.229,03

190.541.102,76

99.945.690,57
80.050.854,72

227.571.267,71

34.092.426,59
17.336.536,12

6. Shares and other variable-yield securities
7. Participating interests

EUR

51.428.962,71

179.996.545,29
194.508.191,88

31.544.980,88
24.034.220,46

55.579.201,34

753.013,19

691.200,00

2.020,00

2.020,00

13.643,40

13.507,71

485.605,64

555.256,48

7.889.275,10

7.136.690,27

97.039,70

135.083,73

527.940.002,98

452.869.830,33

450.868.060,23

324.038.070,73

8. Intangible fixed assets

9. Tangible fixed assets
showing separately:
Land and buildings ocupied by a credit institution for
its own activities:
€ 319.293,11 (PY. 371 TEUR)
10. Other assets
11. Prepayments and accrued income

Off balance sheet items
1. Foreign Assets
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31.12.2010
LIABILITIES
1. Liabilities to credit institutions
a) Repayable on demand
b) With agreed maturity dates or periods of notice
2. Liabilities to customers (non-banks)
a) Savings deposits
showing separately:
aa) Repayable on demand
ab) With agreed maturity dates or periods of notice
b) Other liabilities
showing separately:
ba) Repayable on demand
bb) With agreed maturity dates or periods of notice

EUR

31.12.2009
EUR

EUR

69.292.961,96
55.000.000,00

47.285.995,70
124.292.961,96

23.253.331,28
175.528.658,87
6.019.577,56
113.751.111,44

EUR

4.060.807,99

51.346.803,69

14.562.771,87
167.380.768,00

318.552.679,15

6.782.477,39
156.249.239,05

344.975.256,31

3. Other liabilities

7.214.968,27

8.641.076,74

4. Accruals and deferred income

1.117.298,94

1.272.321,61

5. Provisions
a) Provisions for severance payments
b) Other provisions

110.000,00
1.073.382,46

1.183.382,46

84.000,00
867.797,29

951.797,29

6. Subscribed capital

41.000.000,00

16.000.000,00

7. Capital reserves
a) Uncommitted

4.000.000,00

4.000.000,00

8. Retained earnings
a) Legal reserve
b) Other reserves

2.000.000,00
24.140.712,20

9. Liability reserve pursuant to section 23 (6) ABA
10. Net profit for the year

Off balance sheet items
1. Contingent liabilities
2. Commitments
3. Total capital qualifying according to section 23 (14) ABA
4. Legal minimum capital requirement according to section 22 (1) ABA
hereof: Legal minimum capital requirement according to section 22 (1) lit. 1 and 4 ABA

5. Foreign liabilities
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26.140.712,20

1.600.000,00
20.337.073,96

21.937.073,96

4.438.000,00

3.745.500,73

0,00

0,00

527.940.002,98

452.869.830,33

58.709.326,96
1.809.827,27
75.565.068,80
32.603.000,00
32.387.000,00
200.564.919,26

46.775.701,06
739.761,37
45.669.066,98
27.605.927,26
27.325.927,26
185.515.272,01

PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 2010
2010
EUR
1.

2.
I.

NET INTEREST INCOME
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

II.

Interest receivable and similar income
showing separately
from fixed income securities
EUR 4.090.701,97 (PY: 5.475 TEUR)
Interest payable and similar expenses

Income from securities and shares
Commissions receivable
Commissions payable
Net profit or net loss on financial operations
Other operating income

OPERATING INCOME
8.
a)

General administrative expenses
Staff costs
showing separately:
aa) Wages and salaries

EUR

19.933.132,91

-10.740.371,45

-15.481.128,70

9.015.953,47

4.452.004,21

16.556,40
786.430,56
-286.694,56
-71.296,66
49.419,98

36.003,60
785.907,70
-408.469,05
160.470,07
75.730,32

9.510.369,19

5.101.646,85

-2.530.926,50

-563.021,86

-589.489,65

-41.507,11

-46.233,85

dd) Expenses for pensions and assistance

-38.391,62

-37.418,26

ee) Expenses for severance payments and contributions
to severance and retirement funds

-36.574,99

b) Other administrative expenses

Value adjustments in respect of assets 9 and 10

10. Other operating expenses

EUR

19.756.324,92

-2.597.474,59

bb) Expenses for statuory social contributions and compulsory
contributions related to wages and salaries
cc) Other social expenses

9.

2009
EUR

-3.276.970,17

-13.907,94

-3.217.976,20

-2.196.300,66

-2.153.714,08

-122.875,40

-195.226,32

-7.989,49

-21.279,12

III.

OPERATING EXPENSES

-5.604.135,72

-5.588.195,72

IV.

OPERATING RESULT

3.906.233,47

-486.548,87

11. Allocation to /Releases of provisions on loan losses
and income/loss from sale/valuation of liquidity reserve
12. Income /Expenses from sale/valuation
of securities valued as financial fixed investments
V.

PROFIT OR LOSS ON ORDINARY ACTIVITIES

14. Other taxes not reported under Item 13

PROFIT OR LOSS FOR THE YEAR AFTER TAX

VIII.

238.129,07

0,00
-3.598.103,90

123.448,83

20.412,94

-249.253,69

-30.927,03

4.896.137,51

15. Changes in Reserves

VII.

-3.111.555,03

5.021.942,37

13. Tax on profit or loss

VI.

877.579,83

-4.896.137,51

-3.608.617,99
3.608.617,99

NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR

0,00

0,00

16. Profit or loss brought forward

0,00

0,00

NET PROFIT OR LOSS FOR THE YEAR

0,00

0,00

21

**) Disposals include FX valuation changes in the amount of TEUR 136 from securities issued in foreign currency.

*) Additions include FX valuation changes in the amount of TEUR 365 from securities issued in foreign currency.

2) Depreciation of discount on a pro rata basis of securities valued as financial investment according § 56 (2) ABA

1) Appreciation of discount on a pro rata basis of securities valued as financial investment according § 56 (3) ABA

41.862,45

2.096.567,30

0,00
635,68

21.587,16

c) Vehicles

35.357,25

0,00
-

678.413,21

b) Furniture and equipment

d) Low value assets

1.396.566,93

a) Leasehold Improvements

5.869,52

11.497,80

474.944,84

IV. TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS

0,00

214.235,54

b) Startup cost

11.497,80

260.709,30

a) Rights and licences

III. INTANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS

0,00

50.126.332,39

2.020,00

38.313.902,40

43.175.832,39

bb) Issued by other borrowers

II. SHARES AND OTHER
NON-FIXED INTEREST SEC URITIES

12.085.388,03 **)

11.363.077,40 *)

635,68

635,68

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

18.037.788,03

5.952.400,00

26.950.825,00

EUR

EUR

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

Reclassifications

6.950.500,00

EUR

EUR

Disposals

aa) Issued by public sector

I. FINANC IAL INVESTMENTS
a) Securities

Additions

Acquisition cost
as of Jan. 01,2010

DEVELOPMENT OF FIXED ASSETS

2.137.794,07

0,00

21.587,16

713.770,46

1.402.436,45

486.442,64

214.235,54

272.207,10

2.020,00

70.402.446,76

42.453.521,76

27.948.925,00

EUR

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

77.645,02

68.016,48

9.628,54

EUR

Acquisition cost
Appreciation
as of Dec. 31,2010 current period

1)

1)

1.652.188,43

0,00

21.587,16

547.457,93

1.083.143,34

472.799,24

214.235,54

258.563,70

0,00

184.608,32

154.578,47

30.029,85

Accumulated
Depreciation
Appreciation
EUR

485.605,64

0,00

0,00

166.312,53

319.293,11

13.643,40

0,00

13.643,40

2.020,00

70.587.055,08

42.608.100,23

27.978.954,85

EUR

555.256,48

0,00

0,00
-

184.337,72

370.918,76

13.507,71

0,00

13.507,71

2.020,00

49.974.544,87

42.981.315,84

6.993.229,03

EUR

Book value
Book value
as of Dec. 31,2010 as of Dec. 31,2009

111.513,29

635,68

0,00

53.382,44

57.495,17

11.362,11

0,00

11.362,11

0,00

88.340,17

71.483,36

16.856,81

EUR

Depreciation
current period

2)

2)

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR 2010
GENERAL REGULATIONS
The financial statements of VakifBank International AG for the financial year 2010 have been prepared in accordance with the generally accepted
accounting principles and the general standard which requires a true and fair view in all material respects of the financial position of the bank.
The accounting, valuation and reporting of the individual items in the financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Austrian
Enterprise Code and the Austrian Banking Act (ABA) in the latest version.

ACCOUNTING AND VALUATION METHODS
The balance sheet and income statement have been prepared in accordance with appendix 2 section 43 ABA. Items, showing no balance,
neither 2009 nor 2010, are not included. The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the principle of completeness and
the going concern assumption. The valuation of assets and liabilities was made according to the individual valuation principle.
In accordance with the principle of prudence and in consideration of the specialties of banking business only realised profits were included
and all risks and expected losses were taken into consideration as per the year end.
Foreign exchange is reported at the foreign exchange mid rate effective on the balance sheet date December 31st, 2010 in accordance with
Section 58/1 ABA

NAME AND HEADQUARTER OF THE PARENT COMPANY
Financial statements of VakifBank International AG have been consolidated in the financial statements of Türkiye Vakiflar Bankasi T.A.O., Atatürk
Bulvari No: 207 Kavaklidere 06680 Ankara, Turkey. The consolidated financial statements are available at the above address.

ASSETS
Available for sale securities were valued in accordance with the principle of lower cost or market at the balance sheet date. Securities held to
maturity were valued according to section 56/2 ABA or according to section 56/3 ABA.
Intangible and tangible fixed assets are valued at purchase or production price, reduced by planned amounts of linear depreciation.
The development of fixed assets and of the annual depreciation is shown in the table „development of fixed assets“ (appendix 3/1).

INTANGIBLE AND TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS

YEARS

Expenditures for establishment and extension of business

5

Rights and Licences

10

Investments in premises

10

Furniture and fixture

4-10

Office machines and IT equipment

4

Vehicles

5

Low value fixed assets (section 13 ITA) amounting to TEUR 1 (previous year (PY) TEUR 6) are fully depreciated in the year of acquisition and
are shown in the table „development of fixed assets“ in the columns additions, disposals and amortisation of the current year.
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LIABILITIES
Provisions for severance payments have been calculated in accordance with financial mathematical principles (on the basis KFS/RL 2 of the
commission for Commercial Law and Audit) considering retirement age of 60 (women) or 65 years (men) and an interest rate of 4 %. All risks
recognizable at the date of preparation of the financial statements together with the contingent liabilities, were taken into account in the item
other provisions according to the principle of reasonable business appraisal.

Other provisions include following items:

Overtime payment and vacations
Audit and legal advisory cost
Contribution to pension fund
IT
Administrative expenses
Bonus
Damage events

Balance as of
Jan.1, 2010
€
207.186,00
95.494,80
0,00
45.503,06
24.328,34
0,00
495.285,09

Usage

867.797,29

Release

Additions

€
58.300,00
94.662,00
0,00
45.503,06
24.328,34
0,00
0,00

€
41.973,56
832,80
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

€
16.700,56
108.831,07
4.020,00
108.505,60
33.127,70
200.000,00
0,00

Balance as of
Dec.31,2010
€
123.613,00
108.831,07
4.020,00
108.505,60
33.127,70
200.000,00
495.285,09

222.793,40

42.806,36

471.184,93

1.073.382,46

CAPITAL
The share capital is amounting to EUR 41 Mio. with EUR 1 nominal value for each share. Shareholders are Türkiye Vakiflar Bankasi T.A.O.,
Atatürk Bulvari No:207 Kavaklidere Ankara, Turkey holding 36,90 Mio. shares and Türkiye Vakiflar Bankasi T.A.O. Memur ve Hizmetlileri Emekli
ve Saglik Yardim Sandigi Vakfi, Atatürk Bulvari No: 87/7 Kavaklidere Ankara, Turkey with 4,10 Mio. shares.
NOTES TO THE BALANCE SHEET AND INCOME STATEMENT
Breakdown of the assets by residual life (§ 64/1/4 ABA) excl. on demand assets:
Assets

Financial Institutions
31.12.2010
Up to 3 months
3 months up to 1 year
1 year up to 5 years
More than 5 years
Total

Other

in €

2009
in T€

109.772.580,69

44.070

64.641.359,59
6.296.215,39
0
180.710.155,67

80.051

31.12.2010
in €

2009
in T€

5.592.290,71

12.992

21.302

16.405.635,81

48.438

14.679

161.235.963,16

94.031

0

38.078.452,06
221.312.341,74

188.402

32.941

The total amount of assets in foreign currency amounted to EUR 102.850.218,08 (PY EUR 120,62 Mio.)

Breakdown of liabilities by residual life excl. on demand liabilities:

Liabilities
Financial Institutions
31.12.2010

Other
31.12.2010

in €

2009
in T€

in €

2009
in T€

55.000.000,00

4.061

75.528.648,75

97.369

3 months up to 1 year

0

0

102.971.513,73

133.663

1 year up to 5 years

0

0

110.779.607,83

92.598

0

0

0

0

4.061

289.279.770,31

323.630

Up to 3 months

More than 5 years
Total

55.000.000,00

The total amount of liabilities in foreign currency amounted to EUR 55.015.920,27 (PY EUR 57,77 Mio.).
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SOVEREIGN DEBT INSTRUMENTS, OTHER FIXED INTEREST BEARING SECURITIES AND SHARES
Debt instruments issued by public bodies are amounting to EUR 42,51 Mio. raised by EUR 35,52 Mio. Securities and other fixed interest bearing
securities decreased from EUR 55,58 Mio. by EUR 4,15 Mio. to EUR 51,43 Mio. due to expiries. Shares increased from EUR 0,69 Mio. to EUR
0,75 Mio.

Securities amounting to EUR 27,85 Mio. (PY EUR 15,72 Mio.) will mature in 2011.

At the balance sheet date fixed asset securities (incl. debt securities) according to section 56/1 ABA amounting for EUR 70,40 Mio. (PY EUR
50,13 Mio.) have been valued at purchase price.

The difference between higher purchase price and repayment amount of securities which are classified as financial investments is amortized
during the holding period until maturity date in compliance with section 56/2 second sentence of ABA. In the year 2010 amortization amounted
to TEUR 88 (PY TEUR 143). The difference until maturity is amounting to TEUR 671 (VJ TEUR 141).

The difference between lower purchase price and repayment amount of securities which are classified as financial investments is credited
during the holding period until maturity in accordance with section 56/3 ABA which in 2010 was TEUR 78 (PY TEUR 73). The difference until
maturity is amounting to TEUR 113 (PY TEUR 122).

All assets in the position bonds and other fixed income securities are listed on international exchanges. Listed bonds, other fixed interest
securities and shares of the portfolio available for sale show the difference of TEUR 74 (PY EUR 92) according to § 56 (4) ABA between purchase
price and the higher fair values at the balance sheet date.

The shares are listed on the stock exchange.

VakifBank does not have a trading book.

The classification according to section 64/1/11 ABA was made by board resolution in accordance with the banks business policy to hold
securities available for sale for liquidity purposes and securities held to maturity as long-term investments.

Securities in the amount of EUR 40 Mio. (PY EUR 0) were pledged for short term repo transactions to the Austrian National Bank.
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NOTES TO RELATED PARTIES
Related party transactions were as follows; Amounts due from our parent company T.Vakiflar Bankasi T.A.O. as counterparty amounted to EUR
35,64 Mio. (PY EUR 31,36 Mio.), hereof in foreign currency EUR 11,19 Mio. (PY EUR 28,38) including loans to credit institutions in the amount
of EUR 28,35 Mio. (PY EUR 26,15 Mio.) and forfaiting loans of EUR 4,11 Mio. (PY EUR 5,21 Mio.). Vakif Finans Factoring Hizmetleri A.S. was
granted a loan in the amount of EUR 3,18 Mio. (PY EUR 1,10 EUR). Amounts due to our parent company are amounting to EUR 62,51 Mio.
(PY EUR 46,93 Mio.), hereof in foreign currency EUR 41,68 Mio. (PY EUR 24,68 Mio.) and are mainly deposits. Another deposit is made by
World Vakif UBB Ltd. in the amount of EUR 1,11 Mio. (PY EUR 2,33 Mio.).
Guarantees in favour of our parent are totalling to EUR 57,78 Mio. (PY EUR 44,32 Mio.). Guarantees received from T.Vakiflar Bankasi T.A.O.
show a balance of EUR 56,13 Mio. (PY EUR 46,84 Mio.) mainly in form of guarantees and commitments for granted loans.
Participating interests shown in the balance sheet consist of mandatory shares of S.W.I.F.T. Germany GesmbH. and the Austrian deposit
insurance fund Einlagensicherung der Banken und Bankiers Gesellschaft m.b.H
OTHER ASSETS
Other assets amounting to EUR 7,89 Mio. (PY EUR 7,14 Mio.) mainly consist of accrued interest of securities, forfaiting transactions and loans
in the amount of EUR 5,83 Mio. (PY EUR 6,05 Mio.).
OTHER LIABILITIES
Other liabilities in the amount of EUR 7,21 Mio. (PY EUR 8,64 Mio.) include accrued interest amounting to EUR 1,57 Mio. (PY EUR 2,79 Mio.).
OFF-BALANCE ITEMS
Off-Balance Sheet items consist of guarantees in the amount of EUR 58,36 Mio. (PY EUR 44,69 Mio.) and loan granting commitments amounting
to TEUR 348 (PY TEUR 2.085). Unutilised commitments are TEUR 1.810 (PY TEUR 740).
AUDIT EXPENSES
Expenses for our audit company Deloitte (and its Networkcompanies) amounted to 115 TEUR (PY 90 TEUR) in the year 2010. These are
expenses for audit services amounting to EUR 85 (PY 74 TEUR) and tax advisory services of TEUR 30 (PY 16 TEUR).
OTHER DISCLOSURES
Expenses for rented property for the next financial year will be TEUR 411 (PY 404 TEUR). Total expenses for the subsequent 5 years are to
accrue to TEUR 2.008 (PY 1.982 TEUR).
Furthermore there is a commitment due to the mandatory membership in the deposit insurance fund „Einlagensicherungsgesellschaft der
Banken und Bankiers G.m.b.H.“ according to § 93 ABA. In case of drawdown, the maximum contribution rate for a bank according to § 93a
(1) ABA is 1,5 %. The assessment basis according to § 22 (1) ABA is the latest balance sheet.
Expenses for the leasing of vehicles and office machines will be approximately TEUR 21 (PY 16 TEUR) for the next year and TEUR 22 (PY 38
TEUR) for the subsequent 5 years.
Income taxes are -20 TEUR (PY -20 TEUR). The option to capitalize deferred tax assets persuant to section 198 (10) ABA is TEUR 26 (PY 20,09
TEUR).
As of balance sheet date forward transactions amounted to EUR 50,74 Mio. (PY EUR 68,17 Mio.).
Expenses for severance payments and contributions to external pension funds are a result of contributions to external pension fund in the
amount of 11 TEUR (PY 11 TEUR).
Information to be disclosed in compliance with section 26 ABA (Disclosure Regulation) is published on our homepage (www.vakifbank.at).
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS ACCORDING TO SECTION 237A/1/1 ACC:
One Credit Default Swap with a nominal of EUR 16 Mio was in our books on the closing date. The market value was 114 TEUR and the book
value 21,63 TEUR. The Credit Default Swap was entered into in order to hedge bonds bought in different tranches with corresponding nominal
value and maturity. Currency swaps amounted to EUR EUR 50,74 Mio.

Financial instruments valued above their fair values are listed as follows:

in TEUR

Debt instruments issued by public bodies

Book value

Hidden

Book value

Hidden

31.12.2010

losses

31.12.2009

losses

18.544

-801

5.099

-373

Hidden losses are mainly caused by the latest fluctuations in the market prices of bonds. Generally speaking the issuer`s credibility remained unchanged.

DETAILS CONCERNING EXECUTIVE BODIES AND STAFF
The average number of staff during the financial year amounted to 40 (VJ 42).
THE SUPERVISORY BOARD:
Ragıp Doğu, Chairman from 29.12.2009 to 08.04.2010
Süleyman Kalkan, Chairman since 08.04.2010
Doğan Pençe, Deputy Chairman to 08.04.2010
Remzi Altınok,Deputy Chairman since 20.11.2010
Tanju Yüksel, Member to 20.11.2010
Şahin Uğur, Member to 20.11.2010
Dr. Metin Recep Zafer, Member to 20.11.2010
Birgül Denli, Member
Dr. Adnan Güzel, Member
Mehmet Kayabaş, Member since 08.04.2010
Zehra Kenanoğlu, Member since 20.11.2010
Ayşe Füsun Özcan, Member since 20.11.2010
THE EXECUTIVE BOARD:
Numan Bek, Chairman to 26.11.2010
Vedat Pakdil, Deputy Chairman
Uğur Yeşil, Member of the Management Board
Erkut Akpınar, Member of the Management Board
Alisıtki Karatekin, Member of the Management Board
Guarantees amounting to TEUR 3,5 were given on behalf of members of the Executive Board. In the year 2010 the remuneration for
the members of the Executive Board was TEUR 693 (PY TEUR 742). Payments to members of the Supervisory Board amounted to
EUR 196.875,- (PY TEUR 199).
Vienna, March 29, 2011
VakifBank International AG

V edat P AK D İ L

Ugur Y E ŞİL

E r k ut AK P I NAR
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